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Hello,

Im writing this letter to you on the issue of importation of foreign generated nuclear
waste into the U.S.... I strongly oppose any idea of nuclear waste stored or processed
anywhere, but to have other countries waste here in my own back yard is out of the
question.
We have our own waste that we take the responsibility of ,its our mess not someone else
To risk a chance of sounding off the wall lets turn back time to when America just
became America. do you think that George Washington foresaw just what was to happen
to his beloved America.
We need to wake up and realize what we are doing here. What other countries want to do
to America... WOULD YOU PUT RAW SEWAGE IN YOUR POCKETS ?
NO,? then why do you even consider putting nuclear waste in every pocket in America?
I lost my dad to cancer a cancer caused by nuclear waste water and sewage pumping
plant in Kentucky.
How am I to deal with that while balancing the fact I have a great grand daughter that just
might have the same fate as my dad .Don't come off that its safe because we both know
its not... We turned back time now lets fast forward to a time where nothing was done to
put a stop to nuclear waste dumping....
Two out of three babies will be born with birth defects, to heed to the needs of such a
child would break Wall Street. when this child grows iup to adult they won't have a
productive life. By putting nuclear waste in our soils w'e inversely took the right of future
generations to have a normal life away fromrthem.
I don't, know about you but I fore one don't to be the generation that chocked America to
death, With. nuclear waste.. we all haveseen on tV all the child abuse.and were horror
struck L.et ime ask you this. Would you harm a child ? could you look into a child face.
Into its eyes with out any feelings and harm them? NO? then why are you even
accepting the idea of more nuclear waste here and Its some one else's to boot. Don't you
love America any more ? I OPPOSE THE STORING AND ACCEPTING OTHER
COUNTRIE'S NUCLEAR WASTE account me against EnergySolutions application.
NRC w~ke up we don't want it here, can't you hear us .......................

Barbara Crossman
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